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Review of X-ray Diffraction Theory.

The Phase Problem.

Heavy Atoms and the Patterson Function.

Multiple Isomorphous Replacement (MIR) Phasing.

Multi-Wavelength Anomalous Dispersion (MAD) Phasing.

Molecular Replacement.

Density Modification.

Structure Building and Refinement.

X-ray Sources and X-ray Detectors.

Tour of X-ray Laboratory.

Assumptions and Limitations in Macromolecular Crystallography.

Critical Reading of Structural Reports.

Basic concepts of Protein Crystallography (Volz, 2009)



Assumptions and Limitations in Macromolecular Structures I

Why are there errors?

Theoretical limitations of the methods: Practical reasons:

1. Solvent modeling. 1. Experimental errors in measurements.

2. No modeling of hydrogen atoms. 2. Errors in phasing.

3. Atoms modeled as spheres. 3. Noisy electron density maps.

4. Series termination errors. 4. Insufficient resolution.

5. Initial model bias in molecular replacement.

6. Subjective interpretation of electron density.

7. Actual disorder in the molecule.

8. Spatial and temporal averaging.

9. Human error/bias/wishes.

The data should drive the refinement to the best possible structure. 

There is no excuse for human error.



Assumptions and Limitations II (cont)

Solvent modeling:

Protein crystals

are ~ 40-60% solvent.

Ordered solvent

is only at the

molecular surface.

Bulk solvent is

successfully

modeled as

a continuum of

electron density.

Example of typical

molecular packing

in protein crystal.

Zhou, et al. (2001)

Nature 414, 43.

solvent

solvent

solvent

solvent



Assumptions and Limitations III (cont)

Hydrogens aren’t modeled!

~ 1/2 of protein atoms are hydrogens!

Hydrogens are visible in only the best ordered,

highest resolution structures.

Electron density for isoleucine 60 in the 1.2 Å structure of YjgF (1QU9, Volz, 1999)



Assumptions and Limitations (cont)

Atoms are modeled only as spheres

of electrons.Un-modeled valence and

lone-pair electrons could account for ~10% 

of all electron density. 

However,these effects are

observable only

at sub-atomic resolution (<0.8 Å).

Deformation electron density in the plane of a peptide bond

of the 0.62 Å resolution structure of RD1 antifreeze protein.

Ko et al. (2003) Biophys. J. 84, 1228



a) Normal atomic scattering factor curve.

b) Atomic peak from Fourier transform.

c) Truncated atomic scattering factor curve,

such as those in low resolution data.

d) Atomic peak from Fourier transform.

Note the ripples caused by truncation

of atomic scattering factor curve.

Glusker, Lewis, and Rossi (1994)

Assumptions and Limitations (cont)

Series termination errors.

higher resolution 

missing portion of

scattering curve

higher resolution 

higher resolution 



Protein molecules: Static, or Dynamic?

“It is important to remember that the structure obtained from x-ray analysis does not exist”. M. Karplus, 1985.

Proteins are flexible, dynamic molecules. The molecules undergo vibrational motions on time scales

much smaller than that for a diffraction experiment. Thus the x-ray structure is not only spatially-averaged

over the billions of molecules within the crystal, but is also time-averaged. There is no one, true, minimum

energy structure. Instead, there are multiple minima of many equal-energy structures. Crystallography just

gives you the average.

With all these complexities, it is absolutely amazing that this method actually works!

Independent experiments substantiate the structural results from protein crystallography: For example:

1) the same protein in different crystal forms gives essentially the same structure;

2) the structures from NMR agree very closely with x-ray; and

3) catalysis rates of enzymes in the crystalline state are about the same as in solution, after taking diffusion

effects into account.

Molecular dynamics of MMP-2 fibronectin type II module



Critical Review of a Structural Report

How good is the result? Is the quality of the structure sufficient for the biological 

interpretation? Five factors for evaluating structural reports: 

Resolution, Refinement, Residual, Restraints, and Rebuilds.

Resolution: The “highest resolution” means the smallest interplanar spacing, d. Structures are generally

categorized as low (~4 Å), medium (~3 Å), and high (<2 Å) resolution.

The following figures show the electron density of a phenylalanine side chain at different resolutions:

3 Å resolution 2 Å resolution 1 Å resolution

It is obvious that higher resolution data give better certainty in atomic positions.

The resolution of a data set is determined by the extent of crystalline order in the sample, the size

of the crystal, and the brilliance of the x-ray source. 

Basically, the percent of data observed in the highest shell is best indicator of the resolution.



1 Å resolution

2 Å resolution

3 Å resolution

Correlation of Resolution in Real Space and Reciprocal Space

1.0 Å



Critical Review of a Structural Report (cont)

Refinement: Refinement permits modeled atoms to move in order to minimize the |Fo - Fc| differences.

All structures are refined to some degree before publication. The success of refinement depends upon

the resolution of the data: a low resolution structure (e.g., 4 Å) will not refine well, whereas a high resolution

structure (e.g., better than 3 Å) has many more observed data points (Fos), and should converge very nicely.

The higher the resolution, the more confidence in the correctness of the structure. This is due to the degree

of overdeterminacy of the calculation: the ratio of the number of observations to the number of variables.

In refinement, the changes in atomic positions must obey the restraints of idealized bond lengths

and angles (see Restraints).

Residual: The “R-factor” is the overall indication of how well the theoretical data calculated from the model

(Fc) agree with the observed data (Fo):

Fo: from the xtals

R =  |Fo - Fc|  x 100 Fc: from the atomic model

 Fo

The R -factor is usually presented as a percent (as above). The values to expect are as follows:

Model Status R-factor 

Random, totally incorrect structure ~59%

Unrefined structure just solved by MIR or MR 40–55%

Excellently refined and rebuilt high resolution structure <20%

Perfect structure and perfect data 0%

As a coincidental but general rule, the R-factor should be approximately 10 times the resolution limit.

(i.e., a 1.9 Å structure should have an R-factor of ~19% or better).



Critical Review of a Structural Report (cont)

Restraints: Unrestrained refinement lets the atoms wander, yielding a low R-factor but a useless structure

with little relevance to standardized bond lengths and angles. The bond lengths and angles must be tethered

to idealized values, and allowed to deviate by only a certain acceptable amount. For instance, a high-resolution,

well-refined structure will have rms deviations from ideal bond lengths and angles of 0.02 Å and 3, respectively

(these limits are informally agreed to by convention). The restraints are adjusted during the refinement calculation.

Range of restraint types:

From backbone and side chains … to H-bonds and secondary structure … to rigid bodies of entire domains

Rebuilds: There are now automated methods of building a structure of a protein molecule into the electron

density map, but they require good quality, high-resolution data. Most structures are built by humans, and

humans make mistakes. Large errors in the placement of atoms will not converge during automated refinement.

Intervention and manual rebuilding is necessary. The number of rebuilds may not be mentioned in the report,

but rebuilding is to be expected, and will be reflected in the completeness of the model, treatment of solvent

molecules (~1/amino acid), and the distribution of phi/psi angles in the limits of a Ramachandran plot.



Critical Review of a Structural Report (cont)

Ramachandran plot for a well-refined,        Ramachandran plot for a poorly refined

rebuilt structure. Note how the points          structure with many errors.

for all residues are in allowed regions.

Wlodawer, et al. (2002) FEBS J. 275, 1–21.



Critical Review of a Structural Report (cont)

General Points to Consider:

All reports (papers and seminars) must include at least:

1) Resolution limit of the data;

2) Completeness (#observed / # theoretical) and R-factor of above data;

3) Completeness and R-factor of the model compared to the data.

The quality of the structural results depends on these factors. The significance of the discussion

and functional interpretation depends upon the quality of the data.

Weigh your acceptance of the interpretation by the extent of the details provided. If a new or novel

structural feature is presented, electron density (preferably with omit maps) should be shown for objective

review. Occasionally you may see a report where the structure is over-interpreted.

A  Molecular Replacement report must include:

1) Method of solution;

2) All necessary statistics for the refined model (see next page);

3) Details of the refinement.

Because structures solved by molecular replacement are strongly influenced by the starting model,

they must be refined and demonstrated to be free from initial model bias and achieve a reasonably low

R-factor upon refinement.



Critical Review of a Structural Report (cont)

All published structures should be refined. The report should include:

1) Stated resolution (effective, not nominal);

2) Percent of data used (what percent > n?) for stated resolution;

3) Restraints: Average deviation from ideality: bond lengths 0.02 Å, bond angles ~3º.

4) Rebuilds: How many? Manual? Automatic?

The importance of high resolution:

1) Resolving power;

2) number of observations > number of variables (4 variables per atom, ~8 atoms per residue);

Refinement is a ‘constrained least-squares’ process, so convergence to the truth depends on

over-determination.

Data completeness and R-factor as a function of resolution:



Critical Review of a Structural Report (cont)

Critical Reading of Structural Reports:

Brändén, C.-I., and Jones, T. A. (1990) Between objectivity and subjectivity.

Nature 343, 687–689.

Janin, J. (1990) Errors in three dimensions. Biochimie 72, 705–709.

Wlodawer, A., et al. (2008) Protein crystallography for non-crystallographers.

FEBS J. 275, 1–21.

Structure Validation:

Kleywegt, G. J. (2009) On vital aid: the why, what, and how of validation.

Acta Cryst. D65, 134–139.

ProCheck:

http://www.biochem.ucl.ac.uk/~roman/procheck/procheck.html

MolProbity

http://molprobity.biochem.duke.edu/


